Abstract. For the past five years methyl-ammonium lead trihalide perovskite solar cells have shown remarkable progress in power conversion efficiencies due to their unique properties. Single CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 crystals were grown on the base of concentrated aqueous solution condensation of the precursor. The grown crystal structure and stoichiometry were studied by RHEED, X-ray and XPS. The perovskite crystal photocurrent spectra were measured in the temperature range of 85-330 K.
Introduction
In the future, the renewable energy source, including the photovoltaic (PV), one will have become a major energy resource by about 2050. To make it a competitive to fossil fuels, it is necessary for PV cells to reduce the total cost by developing new materials, device structures and processes. For the past five years, methyl-ammonium lead trihalide (perovskite -CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 ) has aroused significant interest due to its unique properties, low cost and facile deposition techniques. Solution-processed perovskite solar cells reached high PCE (power conversion efficiency) values from 3.2% in 2009 [1] to the National Renewable Energy Laboratory certified value of 22.1% in 2017 [2] . Such a PCE growth has actually taken decades for other photovoltaic solar cells. Such high PCE values are attributed to the optimal optical band gap (1.5 eV), high absorption coefficient, weakly bound excitons, that easily dissociate into free carriers, and extraordinarily electron-hole diffusion length [3] . Now CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 has been suggested as a novel low-cost solution-processed material for high efficiency hybrid solar cells. Another striking attribute of the perovskite is its low non-radiative recombination rates, compared to other thin-film poly-crystalline semiconductors. These physical properties made perovskite attractive for various research fields ranging from lasing [4, 5] , light-emitting devices [6] and photodetection [7, 8] to tandem solar cell applications [9] [10] [11] . In this work we study the chemical composition and structure of methyl-ammonium lead trihalide single crystals with the aim to create an air-stable material for a further detailed study of its optical properties.
Experiment and results
Two precursors were prepared for the synthesis of powder CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 : CH 3 NH 3 I and PbI 2 . The synthesized perovskite powder was dissolved at 65°C in hydro-iodic acid stabilized with 1.5% hypophosphorous acid to produce a supersaturated solution [12] . A small CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 crystal was put in the solution as a fuse. The solution temperature was decreased within several days. The rate of this decreasing was 0.1°C an hour. The photo of the grown crystals is shown in Figure 1 . The structural analysis of perovskite crystals was carried out in the Siberian Synchrotron and Terahertz Radiation Centre. The phase transition from the tetragonal to the cubic phase was detected at about 56 °С, shown in Figure 2 (a). The CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 crystal stoichiometry was confirmed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). All the main elements (carbon, nitrogen, lead and iodine) are represented on the XPS spectra (Figure 2 (b) ). Because of the absence of chemically shifted components in the spectra of the lines of constituent elements inherent in oxide forms, it can be argued that oxygen is part of the adsorbed water molecules on the perovskite surface. Figure 2 (a, b) . (a) X-ray powder diffraction pattern for a single CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 crystal sample; (b) XPS spectra of the Pb 4f, N1s, I3d and C1s peaks for the single CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 crystal.
The diffraction pattern from the perovskite surface measured by the Reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) method is shown in Figure 3 (a) . The observed diffraction pattern demonstrates the CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 surface crystalinity. By the X-ray diffraction (Figure 3, b) it was established that the grown single crystals have the space group I4/mcm and the lattice constants a = 8.8776(7) Å, b = 8.8776(7) Å, c = 12.6702(8) Å, V = 998.56(17) Å 3 . The obtained crystallographic parameters confirm the formation of tetragonal CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 , which well agrees to the CCDC data reported in [13] . Besides the structural transformation, we studied the temperature dependent photoconductivity of perovskite crystals. The temperature-regulated liquid nitrogen cryostat was used to measure the temperature dependence of the photocurrent spectra. The modulated light, passing through the monochromator, was incident on a crystal placed in the cryostat, schematically shown in Figure 4 . The temperature dependence of the perovskite photoconductivity was studied in the range of 85-340 K. The spectral measurements of the photocurrent showed that the known structural phase transitions in the perovskite CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 are well manifested in the photoconductivity temperature dependence. It is shown in Fig. 5 that, at temperatures below 130 K, the perovskite, being in the orthorhombic phase, has an absorption threshold of about 1.64 eV, and several excitons are observed in the photocurrent spectrum. Such pronounced exciton peaks are observed for the first time in a crystal, which may indicate a structural perfection of the crystals. In the temperature range 85-140 K, the changes in the position of the absorption threshold did not exceed 5 meV. With a further increase in temperature in the interval 140-160 K, the second peak (threshold) appeared, shifted to the red region, which completely dominated at 160 K. In the temperature range 140-160 K, the crystal changed from the phase with an orthorhombic structure to the tetragonal phase [14] , while the shift of the absorption threshold in the photocurrent spectrum was more than 110 meV. In the phase transition region the photocurrent magnitude is one or two orders of magnitude smaller than in the regions with a certain structure, which is probably due to the crystal structure disordering of in the transition region. The transition to the tetragonal phase was also accompanied by the appearance of the second threshold and its shift to the red region. 
Conclusion
We have developed the technique for growing MAPbI 3 crystals from an aqueous HI solution (57%) stabilized with hypophosphorous acid H 3 PO 2 (2%), which stoichiometry and structure were determined by XPS, RHEED, and X-ray diffraction. Our approach enables us to create single crystals with their volumes exceeding 1cubic centimetre. The grown single crystals are air-stable. This makes it possible to reliably study the structure and optical properties of this semiconductor material. The chemical composition and structure of methyl-ammonium lead trihalide single crystals were studied in details. The abrupt change in the photocurrent spectra near the 160 K region is most likely due to the phase structural transition.
